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Abstract

Introduction: We evaluated whether competing risk of death or selective survival

could explain the reported inverse association between cancer history and dementia

incidence (incidence rate ratio [IRR]≈ 0.62-0.85).

Methods: Amultistate simulation model of a cancer- and dementia-free cohort of 65-

year-olds was parameterized with real-world data (cancer and dementia incidence,

mortality), assuming no effect of cancer on dementia (true IRR = 1.00). To introduce

competing risk of death, cancer history increasedmortality. To introduce selective sur-

vival, we included a factor (prevalence ranging from 10% to 50%) that reduced cancer

mortality and dementia incidence (IRRs ranged from 0.30 to 0.90).We calculated IRRs

for cancer history on dementia incidence in the simulated cohorts.

Results: Competing risk of death yielded unbiased cancer-dementia IRRs. With selec-

tive survival, bias was small (IRRs= 0.89 to 0.99), even under extreme scenarios.

Discussion: The bias induced by selective survival in simulations was too small to

explain the observed inverse cancer-dementia link, suggesting othermechanisms drive

this association.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Robust literature supports an inverse association between history of

cancer and dementia incidence.1–12 Meta-analyses indicate dementia

incidence rates are 15% to 38% lower among those with history of

cancer compared to those without; this inverse association persists

across multiple cancer types.1,3,4,8,9,11,12 Some explanations for this

association hold exciting potential for understanding dementia eti-

ology. For example, identification of a shared cause with opposing

effects (eg, a genetic or environmental factor that increases cancer

risk but reduces dementia risk) would open new avenues of dementia

prevention and treatment research.13–15 However, two important

artefactual mechanisms have been proposed to explain the observed

cancer-dementia inverse association: competing risk of death and

selective survival.10,13–16 Whether the cancer-dementia association

helps elucidate dementia etiology depends on whether it is explained

by thesemechanisms.

The competing risk of death is the phenomenon wherein mortality

precludes dementia onset.17,18 Because cancer raises mortality, cumu-

lative dementia incidence could appear lower in those with cancer

history.10 In addition to the competing risk of death, selective sur-

vival (also known in epidemiologic literature as a type of selection

or collider bias19–21) would occur if individuals who are more likely

to survive cancer are also different in ways that protect them from
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dementia;13,16 that is, if any unmeasured factors influence who sur-

vives cancer and, independently, dementia onset. Although sometimes

conflated, the competing risk of death and selective survival are dis-

tinct and either mechanism could result in lower observed demen-

tia incidence among individuals with cancer history than without. If

the observed inverse cancer-dementia association cannot be explained

by these mechanisms, this would support other possible explanations,

such as shared biological processes or effects of cancer or cancer treat-

ment on dementia risk. We used simulations to evaluate the plausibil-

ity that the competing risk of death or selective survival explain the

inverse cancer-dementia association.

2 METHODS

2.1 Multistate Markov simulation model
structure

We developed a continuous-timemultistateMarkov model of a cohort

of 65-year-olds. Multistate models, which model how individuals or

groups transition across possible states (eg, disease progression),22,23

have been used in a variety of applications in dementia,24–28 including

forecasting prevalence of preclinical and clinical Alzheimer’s disease.29

Our model included nine states (Figure 1): eight states corresponded

to all combinations of cancer history (no/yes), dementia (no/yes), and

U (a binary characteristic, representing selection, that reduced mor-

tality rates among those with cancer history and reduced demen-

tia incidence rates regardless of cancer history), and one state cor-

responded to death. State transitions in the model denoted inci-

dence of cancer, dementia, or mortality (eg, transition from State A

to State B in Figure 1 indicated dementia incidence in those without

cancer).

Transitions across states were unidirectional (shown by arrows in

Figure 1), reflecting that a person could not revert to a disease-free

state after cancer or dementia incidence, or to being alive after death.

The rationale for this is that history of cancer, the exposure used in

published studies of the cancer-dementia association, does not change

even if cancer is cured, and that dementia and death are irreversible.

Transition rates between states (eg, from “no cancer, no dementia,” to

“cancer, no dementia”) were allowed to vary by age (detailed below),

but not by duration in a state.

We simulated only characteristics needed to define the nine states

in themodel and analyze the data to obtain effect estimates of interest

(see Section 2.4); these were age, cancer status, dementia status, the

selective survival variable U, and death. For sex-specific cancer (breast

and prostate) models, we simulated the cohort as all female or all male.

Because data were simulated, informed consent was not required. All

analyses were conducted in R version 3.6.1. The model was specified

using differential equations corresponding to states in Figure 1, and

solvedusing the Livermore solver in the deSolve package.30 The code is

available at https://github.com/Mayeda-Research-Group/CancerAD-

survivalsims.

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: The authors reviewed the literature

on the association between cancer history and dementia

incidence using PubMed and Google Scholar. Prior meta-

analyses of the literature on this topic are cited, along

with several papers published after the publication of the

meta-analyses.

2. Interpretation: Our findings indicated that the competing

risk of death and selective survival do not induce suffi-

cient bias in the cancer-dementia incidence rate ratio to

account for the magnitude of the association observed in

the literature.

3. Future directions: Future work should explore the plau-

sibility of other explanations for this observed inverse

cancer-dementia association, such as differential diag-

nostic practices, a shared biological basis, or true causal

effect of cancer or cancer treatment on dementia inci-

dence.

2.2 Causal scenarios

We conducted simulations for two causal scenarios: one with only the

competing risk of death and one with the competing risk of death and

selective survival. For each scenario, the cohort was free of dementia

and history of cancer at baseline, and we simulated data at 1-month

intervals for 40 years of follow-up (ie, until the cohort was age 105).

In the causal scenario with only the competing risk of death, the entire

cohort was designated U = 0 (State A in Figure 1), and progressed

through states B, C, D, and I over time. For the causal scenario includ-

ing selective survival in addition to the competing risk of death, we set

U= 1 for a proportion of the cohort (described in Section 2.3). Thus, at

baseline, the cohort was split between states A and E, and progressed

through other states over time. Note that we could not simulate a sce-

nario that included selective survival but not the competing risk of

death because selective survival occurs in a cohort in which there is

selection (loss from the cohort over time) due to mortality, and mor-

tality is a competing risk for dementia. Thus, any time selective survival

occurs, the competing risk of death will also occur.

2.3 Model parameters

Transition (ie, incidence) rates were age dependent (specific for 5-year

age bands) and the model was parameterized using real-world data.

Here, we give an overview of transition rates; a complete list of tran-

sition rate sources is in the supporting information.

We developed versions of the model for all types of cancer com-

bined and for three specific cancer types: lung, breast (female cohort),
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F IGURE 1 Schematic of multistate simulationmodel. Arrow thicknesses qualitatively represent relative magnitude of incidence rates. Blue
arrows, transition from no dementia to dementia. Orange arrows, transition from no history of cancer to history of cancer. Green arrows, transition
to death. Transition rates were obtained from real-world data. For example, for the age band 65 to 70, the dementia incidence rate is 5.4/1000
person-years (PY) (ACT study), cancer (all types) incidence rate is 162.2/1,000PY (SEER data). The overall mortality rate is 413.3/1000 PY (U.S. life
tables); cancer increases themortality rate 2.92-fold (SEER), dementia increases themortality rate 7.45-fold,34 and the effects of cancer and
dementia onmortality aremultiplicative. In the base case selective survival model, U reduces both cancer mortality and dementia incidence rates
by 30%. Abbreviations: ACT=Adult Changes in Thought; SEER= Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results

and prostate (male cohort). These specific cancer types are the most

common types of cancer in the United States and represent varying

fatality rates, which could affect our estimates of cancer-dementia

associations.31 Lung cancer has poor 5-year survival, while breast and

prostate cancers have high 5-year survival.31,32 Each version of the

model retains the same state transition structure, but has cancer type–

specific transition rates.

Age-specific cancer incidence rates (all cancers and site-specific

lung, breast, and prostate) were obtained from the Surveillance, Epi-

demiology, and End Results (SEER) Program; we used sex-specific

incidence rates for the breast and prostate cancer models.32 Age-

specific dementia incidence rateswere calibrated to theAdult Changes

in Thought (ACT) study; for the breast and prostate cancer mod-

els, sex-specific dementia incidence rates were used.33 Dementia was

ascertained in ACT as follows: all participants were screened bian-

nually with the Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument; those with

scores <86 received diagnostic evaluations, including physical, neu-

rological, and neuropsychological examinations, and laboratory and

imaging studies.33 Diagnosis was determined by a consensus con-

ference of clinicians and neuropsychologists. Because our goal was

to evaluate the plausibility that the inverse cancer-dementia asso-

ciation could be fully explained by the competing risk of death or

selective survival, we specified that at all ages, the true dementia

incidence rate was the same in those with history of cancer versus

without.

Cancermortality rate ratioswere calculatedusingSEERage-specific

(65–74 vs 75+) and cancer type–specific 5-year relative survival data,

assuming a constant rate ratio during each age interval32 (details

available in supporting information). Dementia mortality rate ratios

were taken directly from published data.34 Cancer and dementia were

assumed to have multiplicative effects on mortality rates. For lung

and all cancer type models, we calibrated cumulative survival in the

simulated cohort to match U.S. life tables for birth years 1919 to

1921;35 sex-specific models were calibrated to match sex-specific U.S.

life tables for this birth cohort.

As described above, we specified a binary variable U (Figure 1) to

represent characteristics that reduced mortality rates in those with

cancer history and reduceddementia incidence rates regardless of can-

cer history,which could lead to selective survival andpotentially induce

an artefactual inverse cancer-dementia association.19–21 In the model

with only the competing risk of death, we set prevalence of this selec-

tion variable U to 0% (no selective survival). In the model including

selective survival, we initially set prevalence of U to 30%, and speci-

fied thatU reduced cancermortality anddementia incidence rates each

by 30% (incidence rate ratio [IRR] = 0.70). We selected these inputs

because they represented plausible values for an unknown variable

withmoderate effects on cancer mortality and dementia incidence.

To determine conditions under which the competing risk of death

and bias due to selective survival would produce the effect sizes con-

sistent with those observed in the literature, we varied the three input
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parameters of the simulationmodel that relate to the selective survival

variableU, and therefore affect themagnitude of potential bias: preva-

lence ofU and effects ofU on cancermortality and dementia incidence.

We considered a range of values, ranging from low to high prevalence

and null to large effect sizes. Specifically, we varied prevalence of U in

the cohort at baseline (0% to 50% in 10% increments) and strength of

effects of U on cancer mortality and dementia incidence (IRRs of 0.30,

0.50, 0.70, 0.90, 1.00 [no effect]).

2.4 Quantification of bias

To compare results to publishedestimates of the cancer-dementia rela-

tionship, for each simulation we estimated the ratio of true instan-

taneous dementia incidence rate among living individuals with his-

tory of cancer to the true instantaneous dementia incidence rate

among living individuals without history of cancer. This is consistent

with a cause-specific hazard ratio, such as those estimated from the

Cox proportional hazards models, that are typically reported in the

literature.1,5-7,9,36 In all scenarios, recall thatwe specifiedno trueeffect

of cancer on dementia incidence (ie, the true causal IRRcancer-dementia

was specified to be 1.00 [null]).

For each simulated cohort, we estimated the observed

IRRcancer-dementia and quantified the bias as the difference between

the observed IRRcancer-dementia and the truth (1.00). The observed

IRRcancer-dementia for each month of follow-up was calculated as

the ratio of the instantaneous rates of dementia incidence in those

with history of cancer versus without in that month. To summarize

these monthly measures, an overall IRRcancer-dementia and age-specific

IRRcancer-dementia by decade (65–74, 75–84, 85–94, 95–104) were

calculated as the exponentiated averages of the natural log of the

monthly IRRs, weighted according to the proportion of the cohort

still at risk for dementia at the beginning of each month. Because the

true IRRcancer-dementia was 1.00, any deviation from 1.00 observed in

simulations was due to bias. The magnitude of bias was taken as the

difference between observed overall IRRcancer-dementia or age-specific

IRRcancer-dementia by decade and the true value of 1.00.

2.5 Additional explanatory analyses

In the causal scenario with selective survival in addition to the compet-

ing risk of death, bias was expected to occur through U, the character-

istic that reduced cancer mortality and dementia incidence. Although

cancer history and U were independent at baseline in our simula-

tions, because U decreased mortality in those with history of can-

cer, we expected higher prevalence of U among surviving, dementia-

free individuals with history of cancer than in those without at older

ages. BecauseU also reduced dementia incidence, this was expected to

induce an inverse cancer-dementia association. To clarify this selective

survival mechanism of inducing bias, we examined the cancer-U associ-

ationbyplottingprevalenceofU in the surviving, dementia-free cohort,

stratified by cancer history, over time.

F IGURE 2 Proportion of cohort in each state in the all-cancers
model for the scenario with competing risk of death only

As an additional demonstration of the potential impact of the com-

peting risk of death and selective survival, we estimated the cancer-

dementia cumulative incidence ratio (CIRcancer-dementia) in our simu-

lations. The CIRcancer-dementia was calculated as the ratio of lifetime

dementia risk in individuals with history of cancer prior to dementia

incidence versus individuals with no cancer incidence or with cancer

incidence after dementia incidence.We examined theCIRcancer-dementia

from models with competing risk of death only and from models that

included selective survival.

3 RESULTS

For all simulations, simulatedmortality, cancer, anddementia incidence

rates were well calibrated to corresponding U.S. life tables, SEER, and

ACT data. Figure 2 gives an example of how simulated cohorts tran-

sitioned through states over time, using the all-cancers model for the

scenariowith only the competing risk of death. The entire cohort starts

cancer- and dementia-free (light blue), and over time, prevalence of

cancer and dementia initially increase as someof the cohort transitions

to these states, and subsequently decrease as the cohort transitions

into the death state (dark gray). After 40 years of follow-up (age 105),

nearly 100% of the cohort had died.

In the causal scenario that included the competing risk of death,

but not selective survival, observed IRRs for the effect of cancer on

dementia were unbiased (null) for all modeled cancer types and ages

(Figure 3A). In contrast, the scenario with selective survival,

in which prevalence of U was 30% at baseline (age 65) and U

reduced both cancer mortality and dementia incidence by 30%

(IRRU-cancer mortality= 0.70, IRRU-dementia= 0.70), induced a small

inverse association. For example, in the all-cancers model, the

overall IRRcancer-dementia across all ages was 0.99. Age-specific

cancer-dementia IRRs were more biased at older ages: the observed

IRRcancer-dementia for ages 65 to 74 was 0.99, while the observed

IRRcancer-dementia for ages 95 to 104 was 0.94 (Figure 3B). Bias in
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F IGURE 3 Observed incidence rate ratios (IRR) from simulation scenarios with (A) competing risk of death only, and (B) competing risk of
death and selective survival

F IGURE 4 Observed incidence rate ratios (IRR) from simulationmodels for all cancers in the scenario with both the competing risk of death
and selective survival across varying values forU (prevalence, effect on cancer mortality, and effect on dementia incidence). Effect of cancer on
mortality was defined by age-specific relative survival (SEER)

overall and age-specific IRRcancer-dementia were similar in themodels for

site-specific cancers.

Observed bias in the overall IRRcancer-dementia depended on the

baseline prevalence of U, the characteristic that reduced cancer

mortality and dementia incidence rates, and on the strength of the

effects of U on cancer mortality and dementia incidence. Figure 4

shows results for the all-cancers model. Panels left to right correspond

to increasing baseline prevalence of U (10% to 50%). Within each

panel, moving left to right on the x-axis corresponds to decreasing

strength of effect of U on dementia incidence (strongest effect,

IRRU-dementia= 0.30 to no effect, IRRU-dementia= 1.00). The shade of

each gray line corresponds to strength of the effect of U on cancer

mortality (darkest is strongest effect, IRRU-cancer mortality= 0.30

to lightest, null effect, IRRU-cancer mortality= 1.00). In most

scenarios, observed IRRcancer-dementia was close to null (ie,

0.95 > = IRRcancer-dementia > = 1.00). When U had no effect on either

cancer mortality or dementia incidence (IRRU-cancer mortality= 1.00

or IRRU-dementia= 1.00), observed IRRcancer-dementia was also null
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F IGURE 5 Prevalence ofU among those surviving dementia free,
stratified by history of cancer in the all-cancers model in the scenario
with both the competing risk of death and selective survival
(prevalence ofU= 0.30, IRRU-cancer mortality= 0.70,
IRRU-dementia= 0.70)

(unbiased). Themost biased IRRcancer-dementia was 0.89, observed in the

most extreme selective survival scenario (IRRU-cancer mortality= 0.30,

IRRU-dementia=0.30, and p[U]=0.50). Biaswasmarginally larger in lung

cancer models and smaller in breast and prostate models (supporting

information).

Results described above canbe explained by the selection processes

that occurred in simulated cohorts. Figure 5 shows prevalence of U

over time in the simulated cohort surviving dementia free, stratified by

history of cancer, in the all-cancers model that included selective sur-

vival (IRRU-cancermortality= 0.70, IRRU-dementia= 0.70, and p[U] = 0.30).

Early in follow-up, those with and without history of cancer had simi-

lar prevalence of U. Over time, prevalence of U among those surviving

dementia free increased in both groups but increased faster in those

withhistoryof cancer. Thus, the increasingbias in the IRRsat older ages

described above occurred because those with cancer history became

relativelymore selected (enriched) forU at older ages, andU protected

against dementia.

Finally, we examined lifetime risk of dementia among thosewith his-

tory of cancer versus without. In the scenario with only competing risk

of death, the cancer-dementia CIR was 0.53, meaning that those with

history of cancer have 47% lower lifetime risk of dementia than those

without. The effect of lung cancer on dementia was more extreme

(CIR= 0.23), while the CIRs for less fatal cancers (breast and prostate)

were 1.00 and 1.04, respectively (Figure 6A). In the causal scenario

that incorporated selective survival, CIRs were increased relative to

the scenario with only competing risk of death (CIRallcancers= 0.60,

CIRlung= 0.26, CIRbreast= 1.11, CIRprostate= 1.14, Figure 6B). This

occurred because U reduced cancer mortality, meaning more individ-

uals with cancer survived to older ages when dementia incidence is

higher. Positive lifetime associations for breast and prostate cancer are

due to the fact that both cancer and dementia are correlatedwith older

age; high survival in these cancers led to positive associations in life-

time risk of dementia (CIRs > 1.00), while in the lung and all-cancer

models this age-based positive association was reversed by the high

mortality in thosewithhistoryof cancer (derivation in supporting infor-

mation).

4 DISCUSSION

We aimed to determine whether the competing risk of death or

selective survival could explain the inverse cancer-dementia associa-

tion observed in the literature. We simulated cohorts of cancer- and

dementia-free 65-year-olds, calibrating with real-world data and spec-

ifying no true effect of cancer on dementia incidence. In our simu-

lated cohorts, the competing risk of death did not bias the observed

IRRcancer-dementia, and bias induced after addition of selective survival

wasmodest.

There is substantial literature on the inverse cancer-dementia

association.1–10 Although some recent studies report smaller effect

estimates, meta-analyses show that dementia incidence is 15% to

38% lower among those with history of cancer compared to those

without.1,3-7,37 Some studies examining diverse site-specific cancers,

including breast, colorectal, lung, and non-melanoma skin cancers,

show similar results.1,8,9,11,12 Several explanations, including both eti-

ologically informative and artefactual, have been offered for these

findings. For example, the inverse association could be produced if

either cancer itself or cancer treatment truly prevent dementia or if

an unknown factor both causes cancer and prevents dementia;15 some

work supports such a shared biological basis.13–15,38,39 If any of these

processes contribute substantially to the inverse cancer-dementia

association, this could provide important insights into dementia eti-

ology and potential prevention strategies. Although the inverse asso-

ciation appears in non-lethal cancers such as non-melanoma skin

cancer,9,12 artefactual mechanisms related to survival or differential

diagnostic practices (ie, lower dementia diagnosis rates among people

with cancer history) have not been definitively ruled out.

In this study, we examined two artefactual explanations for the

inverse cancer-dementia association: the competing risk of death and

selective survival. The observed cancer-dementia IRRs in our simula-

tions were not as protective as those in the literature. The competing

risk of death induced no bias in the IRRcancer-dementia, and the addition

of selective survival with plausible parameter values yielded cancer-

dementia IRRs close to null (eg, 0.99), far from the estimates reported

in meta-analyses.1,3,4 More biased effect estimates (eg, IRR = 0.89)

were observed only in selective survival scenarios with unrealistic

selective survival parameter values (eg, P[U] = 40%-50% at baseline,

U reduced cancer mortality and dementia incidence by 70%). These

biases were still not large enough to explain the empirically observed

associations. Slightly more bias was observed in models for lung can-

cer, due to its higher mortality rate, while less bias was observed in the

breast and prostate models, which have lower mortality rates. Scenar-

ios that could introduce substantial biaswould require anunknown risk

factor (or factors) with high prevalence and large protective effects on

cancer mortality and dementia incidence. Although it is possible that

some rare unknown factors have such effects, it is unlikely that these
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F IGURE 6 Observed cumulative incidence ratios (CIR) in the simulationmodel with (A) competing risk of death only, and (B) competing risk of
death and selective survival, showing reduced lifetime risk, rather than rate, of dementia in cancers with higher mortality (all cancers and lung
cancer)

factors could, in aggregate, have such high prevalence and large pro-

tective effects across the population.

Simulation studies offer the opportunity to conduct analyses when

the true effect is specified; simulation therefore offered the opti-

mal approach to determine whether, assuming no true effect of can-

cer history on dementia incidence, an inverse association could be

induced via artefactual survival mechanisms. Limitations of our study

include simplifications necessary to define states in the simulation

model, and limitations of data available to parameterize the model.

However, we do not think these limitations could substantively alter

our conclusions. For example, dementia incidence rates in our model

came from a predominantly non-Latino white cohort.33 Differences

in dementia incidence rates by race/ethnicity are well documented;40

among racial/ethnic groups with higher dementia incidence (eg, Black

Americans and American Indians/Alaska natives), the higher dementia

rates in the cancer-free group (denominator of IRRcancer-dementia) would

require even larger selective survival bias to obtain an IRRcancer-dementia

similar to those observed in the literature. In addition,wemodeled inci-

dent dementia dichotomously rather than modeling underlying con-

tinuous cognitive decline, and we did not model etiologic subtypes of

dementia. To date, studies have not examined the potential for differ-

ent impact of cancer on Alzheimer’s disease versus vascular dementia,

although the simulation models could be adapted to account for this if

data become available to parameterize models for dementia subtypes.

Finally, our model assumed that increased mortality rates after cancer

incidence persisted indefinitely. If mortality rates do not remain ele-

vated >5 years after cancer diagnosis (eg, in remission), this assump-

tion likely overestimated the strength of selective survival, making

our estimates of the magnitude of bias likely overestimates; true bias

induced by the competing risk of death and selective survival may be

smaller than our simulations suggested. However, it is possible that

recurrent disease or other consequences of cancer or cancer treat-

ment could result in persistent, or even increasingly elevatedmortality

among those with cancer history.

Understanding the inverse cancer-dementia association offers a

potentially rich opportunity to advance knowledge about dementia

etiology and effective prevention strategies, provided the associa-

tion is not artefactual. Our simulations illustrate that neither mod-

erate nor extreme selective survival scenarios induced large enough

bias to account for the cancer-dementia association observed in

the literature. Future work, including empirical analyses and simula-

tion studies, should explore other explanations, such as differential

diagnostic practices, a shared biological basis, or true causal effect

of cancer or cancer treatment on dementia, and examine dementia

subtypes.
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